MOBILITY IN FRANCE
SUNDAY
On Sunday morning, we as a team, went to Paris in order to participate to the first
mobility of the project “Get involved, Erasmus”. We were expecting an enjoyable
week but now, at the end of this experience we can honestly say that reality was
better than expectations. We didn’t only visited enjoyable places but we have also
had the possibility to GET INVOLVED in French’s people lives and to discover
cultures that were unknown to us.
STATION OF SARTROUVILLE

OUR FLIGHT

MONDAY
All the activities started on Monday. Day in which we met with the Sanator who
made us aware of the political European situation. But that’s not all for this
beautiful day, in fact, it continued with an activity in Montmartre that gave us the
possibility to adquire team work skills and to socialize with the other groups.

LYCÉE EVARISTE GALOIS

MARTIN LÉVRIER

SACRE COEUR DE PARIS

TUESDAY
On Tuesday, we participated to a meeting that let us understand how film
production and music production work and we loved trying producing a song and
short animations in first person. Another time, activities helped us speaking to
other countries' people in order to practice language skills and to exchange our
culture. The day ended with the vision of a jazz concert.

SAX THEATRE ACHÉRES

REGISTRATION STUDIO OF THE THEATRE

THEATRE SARTROUVILLE YVELINES

WEDNESDAY
On Wednesday we learnt something that we will use in our daily life, that
is, reducing food and electricity waste.
GOODPLANET FOUNDATION

WORKSHOP ABOUT THE CLIMATE CHANGE

WORKSHOP ABOUT THE WASTING OF FOOD

THURSDAY
On Thursday we went through different themes…the theme of cancer and
associations to receive support; the theme of cultivation (by learning how to create
a seed bomb); the theme of spreading culture to people of our age thanks to a
Polish programme ecc ecc… In the evening we went to Paris and we made a tour
with the bus, having the possibility of watching the most important heritages of
Paris and of knowing their history.

LYCÉE EVARISTE GALOIS

MUSÉE DU LOUVRE

ERASMUS TEAM UNDER THE EIFFEL TOWER

FRIDAY
On Friday we visited the Senate and we learnt the names of different rooms and
their usages. At the end of this tour we visited one of the most beautiful Paris’
districts “Latin Quartier” and at the end of this visit, we took a tour in bateau
mouche.

SENATE

TOUR IN THE BATEAU MOUCHE

JARDIN DU LUXEMBOURG

FINAL THOUGHTS
According to us, this was an unforgettable experience. In fact, we had the
possibility to spread our culture, to learn about other countries’ cultures and to
disconnect to our lives enjoying the entourage. This was more than a cultural
exchange, this was an experience that made us growing and an experience that
we will always store in our hearts.
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